
Permanent solution
The editorial, “Consolidation fiasco”
(August 17), about the worrying Q1 results
of India’s largest public sector bank, State
Bank of India, is a true reflection of the
outcome of consolidation effort mani-
fested so far. But SBI and the banking
industry are aware that ills in the system
cannot disappear on their own.

Consolidation of entities would be an
arithmetical sum of deficiencies. It is a
long-drawn-out process to derive the syn-
ergy of consolidation and can never man-
ifest in the near term. SBI has already
begun the painful process of post-con-
solidation action. Redeployment of man-
power, closure of multiple branches in
the same area and merging of adminis-
trative units are some of the follow-up
measures to infuse efficiency. But they
cannot add to the gain so soon. 

The problem of accumulated toxic
loans remains unresolved. A tumour of
such toxicity has to be surgically removed
for a permanent solution, else one would
have to live with it. The jump in non-per-
forming assets (NPA) is a foregone con-
clusion; the problem can’t be addressed
simply by bringing banks together. Either
the government should infuse adequate
funds to absorb the haircut or hive off the
portfolio into a separate entity.
Consolidation of banks can be a solution
to enhance operational efficiency in the
long run, not a panacea to ward off NPA
stock. Considering consolidation as a
strategy is not meant to wipe ills off the
bad loan pile. It is not a fiasco per se. It can
only serve the purpose for which it is
meant. It is not possible to expect solu-
tions that do not exist in the prescription.

K Srinivasa Rao Noida

A smokescreen
With reference to Jaimini Bhagwati’s col-
umn, “Probity and political funding”
(August 18), the proposal for issuance of
anonymous electoral bonds is a clever
move to encourage dubious electoral

funding through opaque modes. The
need of the hour is transparency and pro-
bity in funding to political parties.

The fight against corruption cannot con-
tinue unless the process of electoral funding
is clean and trustworthy. The arguments
raised by the government have rightly been
refuted by the author. The roots of corrup-
tion lie in the use of ill-gotten money in nur-
turing political parties, who then offer doles
and favours to their donors when in power.

The reduction of limit for cash contri-
bution from ~20,000 to ~2000 is a half-
hearted measure. All contributions to
political parties must be from legitimate
sources, duly transferred via bank instru-
ments and made public with the names
and addresses of donors. This should be
ensured by enacting a suitable law.

A major electoral reform would be to
bring political parties within the ambit of
the Right to Information Act. If the govern-
ment wants to win the battle against graft,
the efforts should begin from its doorstep.

M K Bhandari Mumbai

Playing the name game
While setting up a chain of canteens across
Bengaluru to provide food at affordable
prices to marginalised sections of society
is laudable, naming it after former prime
minister Indira Gandhi is objectionable. 

The scheme is being funded by the
Congress government in Karnataka with
taxpayers’ money, not contributions by
the party or its workers. Naming such
schemes after living or dead political lead-
ers glorifies them and confers undue
advantage on the party in power. This is
the antithesis of democratic principles. 

There are already several central gov-
ernment projects and schemes named
after members of the Nehru-Indira Gandhi
family. An effort to rename the railway
station of Mughalsarai in Uttar Pradesh
after Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) icon
Deendayal Upadhyaya is at an advanced
stage. Similar moves to name some pro-
posed centrally funded universities in the
BJP-ruled Assam has been objected to by
ally Asom Gana Parishad. There is a need
to spell out a national policy on this issue.
Else, the Supreme Court should be
approached for stopping such undemoc-
ratic practices.

S K Choudhury Bengaluru
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Techniques based on CRISPR CAS-
9 gene editing are to be done 
with unprecedented precision.

CRISPR, or Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats,
are naturally occurring repetitive
sequences of genetic code, which are
part of the immune system.  

When an alien bacteria or virus
invades the body, CRISPR is “pro-
grammed” to recognise the alien mate-

rial. It then uses CAS-9 — an enzyme
produced by the CRISPR system — to
bond with the alien DNA and excise it. It
does this cutting in a precise fashion.
New DNA can be inserted to replace the
excised material. If no new DNA is
inserted, the DNA repairs itself, joining
up the cut ends. CRISPR can be pro-
grammed to recognise multiple genes
simultaneously as well. Apart from being
used as a gene-editing tool, CRISPR CAS-
9 can also function as a diagnostic tool.
It can recognise target DNA very quick-
ly and identify viruses such as zika and
dengue very efficiently.

One fantastic implication is that
gene editing causes a permanent
change. The edited organism will pass
on changes to its descendants. One wor-
ry: As edited DNA repairs itself, it can
result in unforeseen mutations with
dangerous consequences. 

There have been multiple experi-
ments using CRISPR. Crop editing is
common, for example. Scientists have

removed the muscular dystrophy gene
and cured Huntington’s disease — a
nervous disorder of brain cells — in
mice using CRISPR. Experiments with
pigs suggest that CRISPR could help
grow organs for human transplants in
cloned pigs, removing porcine genes
that may harm humans. 

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
has invested in research that seeks to
eradicate malaria by preventing the
malaria parasite from developing. It may
even be possible to breed the Aedes
aegypti mosquito (carrier of zika and
dengue) into extinction by encoding a
“male only” instruction so that only male
mosquitoes are born. Some experiments
suggest cancer genes can be targeted.
Strange experiments have also been car-
ried out — for example, scientists suc-
cessfully removed the gene that carried
olfaction (sense of smell) — in ants.

Obviously, this is a massively pow-
erful technique and has huge moral and
ethical implications. The temptation to

rush headlong into editing human
genes is strong. Diabetes, cancer,
Parkinson’s, susceptibility to heart dis-
ease, etc are known to  be caused by spe-
cific genes; the diseases could be eradi-
cated if those genes could be safely
removed. However, the dangers of
research involving humans is high and
most nations have laws to prevent such
research from being conducted in an
irresponsible fashion. 

In 2015, some dangers became appar-
ent. Researchers led by Junjiu Huang at
Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou,
used “non-viable” embryos, (which can-
not result in a live birth) in a study. The
team modified the gene responsible for ß-
thalassaemia, a potentially fatal blood dis-
order. The study showed serious issues.

The Chinese team injected 86 non-
viable embryos with CRISPR pro-
grammed to remove the gene mutation
responsible for  ß-thalassaemia. Of
these, 71 embryos survived and 54 were
genetically tested. Just 28 embryos were
successfully spliced. There were also
many unexpected mutations. 

However, a 2017 study, titled
“Correction of a pathogenic gene 
mutation in human embryos”
(https://www.nature.com/nature/journal
/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature23305.html)
may have successfully tackled some

issues. An American team led by
Shoukhrat Mitalipov of Oregon Health &
Science University managed to correct a
mutation in the gene MYBPC3, in viable
human embryos. This mutation is
believed responsible for about 40 per cent
of the heart disease, hypertrophic car-
diomyopathy. An individual only needs to
inherit one abnormal copy of the gene to
be affected. An individual carrying the
gene will pass it on, about half the time.

The researchers used sperm from a
patient carrying one copy of the
MYBPC3 mutation to create 54 viable
embryos. They edited these using
CRISPR-Cas9. In the first round, 36 out
of 54 embryos were normal. Of the
remaining 18 embryos, five were
unchanged and in 13, only some cells
had been edited.

The researchers tweaked the experi-
ment, injecting sperm and the CRISPR-
Cas9 complex into the egg at the same
time. This was done for 75 mature donat-
ed human eggs. This time 72.4 per cent of
embryos were normal. Embryos contain-
ing unedited cells (“mosiacs”) reduced.
Unexpected mutations were low.

This is indeed promising. But it did-
n’t work 100 per cent, which is the ideal.
Further research is obviously required.
The ethical debate will also need to be
updated to take this study into account. 

CRISPR not a panacea, yet 
Gene editing using CRISPR could eradicate diseases. It could also lead to
unforeseen mutations with dangerous results and has ethical implications

> HAMBONE BY MIKE FLANAGAN

With a pan-India thrust on elec-
trification, the nation has
become flush with power gen-

eration capacity in the last six to eight
months. This was further aided by the
generation sector delicensing under the
Electricity Act, 2003. The spurt in mer-
chant market prices between 2008 and
2011 led power generation players to
enter the market. 

India’s supply generation glut was
exacerbated due to stunted demand,
which brought down prices. Merchant
market prices as low as ~1.50/Kwh —
even lower than the variable cost of fuels
— only compromised generation com-
panies and their investors. As a result,
power generation companies have left
their assets stranded. Discoms have also
become hesitant to undertake long-term
power generation contracts that span a
five to seven-year period. 

This pricing dichotomy raises sev-
eral questions.

Do merchant prices truly reflect
power demand and supply? 
Of the total electricity generation of 997
Gwh (October 2016), over 90 per cent was
sold through long-term contracts.
Clearly, merchant prices do not repre-
sent correct power prices. Power plants
have always been set up to meet con-

sumers needs for the long term.
Therefore, investors have aligned
resources for the long term. An average
hydro plant, for example, may have an
economic life of 35 years, yet its actual life
can cross 50 years. Investment is needed
not only at the start of operation but also
during the asset's life and financial insti-
tutions assess long-term revenue visibil-
ity before lending to investors.

Power transmission is also designed
for longevity. Transmission networks
planned by the CTU and STU are devel-
oped to transmit power for 25 years, if
not more, to buyers. Long-term agree-
ments make it possible to finance new
coal mines, essential for regular fuel
access. For this, PPAs of long duration
are the only win-win solution for both
generating companies and consumers.
This was echoed by the Maharashtra
Electricity Regulatory Commission
order: “The Commission hereby directs
both the parties to enter into an agree-
ment within three months of this order
to ensure long-term availability of pow-
er to Mumbai consumers.”

Why are power generation firms
entering shorter-term contracts?
Historically, power generation has been
price-regulated, even after the passage
of the Electricity Act in 2003. Tariffs
were governed either by the Sixth
Schedule of the Electricity (Supply) Act,
1948, or determined by the Regulatory
Commission. India’s electricity sector
received new impetus under the
Electricity Act, 2003; Competitive
Bidding Guidelines, 2005; National
Tariff Policy, 2006; and other govern-
ment notifications. However, older
plants faced pressure to enter into a
PPA, keeping in mind the plant’s “used
life”. The PPA period was decided to be

shorter (approximately 10 years), as
against 25 years (the usual period for a
long-term tie-up of new plants). The tar-
iff under such PPAs was determined by
the Regulatory Commission.

Power plants under 
regulated tariff 
Across merchant power plants,
investors were expected to shoulder the
market risk of volatile selling prices.
However, not all investors followed this
business model. Many preferred the reg-
ulated route of tariff determination,
favourable with high merchant market
prices. The National Thermal Power
Corporation, on the other hand, signed
PPAs for 5,6205 Mw from May 1, 2005, to
January 5, 2011. This, despite market

conditions being conducive for mer-
chant power plants. Hence, such
investors must be treated differently
from merchant market counterparts.

Recovery of investment in 
short-duration PPAs
Regulated tariff plants also need to
recover their investments over their eco-
nomic life. These require tariff to be
determined on a “cost-plus” basis and
the investment cost recovered over the
economic life to the extent of 90 per cent
through appropriate depreciation rates.

Hence, if an “initial” PPA period is
less than its economic life, then the
remaining period’s tariff should also be
based on tariff regulations norms. It
would be unfair to leave regulated tariff

plants after the initial tariff period “in the
lurch”, expecting them to participate in
the merchant market. After all, the gen-
erating station expects to recover invest-
ment using the Regulatory Commission
tariff — a legitimate expectation. This
approach is the only viable option for a
generating station to recover investment.

It is also a myth that investment in
old plants is recovered as these plants
are fully depreciated.

Moreover, expenditure on overhaul
has been approved after assessing its
prudence by the Regulatory
Commission and has been capitalised.
Owing to short duration of the PPA, but
using a four to five per cent depreciation
rate (representing a life of about 25 to 35
years), there is sizeable investment,
which is yet to be recovered. Therefore,
even such plants deserve a regulated
tariff for a greater period.

Advantage to consumer 
The consumer will also benefit from
extending the regulated tariff to the bal-
ance period, as regulated tariffs are stable.
At present, merchant tariffs are low due
to “suppressed” demand. However, dis-
com growth from Make in India’s UDAY
scheme can create price fluctuation.
While India is trying to move towards
more developed international merchant
markets, it must avoid compromising the
generation business’ health. One of the
ways of ensuring this stability is for the
PPA period to match the economic life,
that is, 25 years for thermal and 35 years
for hydro. While case 1 and case 2 com-
petitive bidding for 25 years ensures pre-
dictability, another way to get viable tar-
iffs is through the regulated route.

The author is managing director 
and chief executive of Tata Power

They are stable and power plants as well as consumers stand to gain from them 

Regulated tariffs are here to stay
Mystery of India’s farm distress
A professor of economics at an
international university was at pains to
explain to his students why the
agriculture sector in India seemed to be
in a perpetual state of distress. Over 58
per cent of rural households in the
country depend on agriculture as their
principal means of livelihood. This
apart, several members of Parliament
come from rural India. So his students
found it difficult to fathom why the
farm sector in the country was in such
poor shape, the professor said.

> CHINESE WHISPERS

Shuddh desi cuisine 
While Delhiites faced the prospect of
living without the humble momo, a
street snack with its origins in Nepal and
Tibet, roadside samosa sellers of
Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh have found a
novel way to promote their offering
while doing their bit to promote the
anti-China sentiment running high in
India at present. At several small eateries
and snack shops dotting the pavements
in the city there were handwritten
posters decrying the use of Chinese
products. Their target was the ubiquitous
chow mein, which might have had its
origin in China but has now become an
integral part of global cuisine.

IT department’s maiden ‘century’
A senior tax official found a new way to
promote the image of the Indian tax
authorities among foreign investors. At
a meeting with foreign funds he
said,”For the first time in Indian history,
the income tax department has scored a
century in terms of tax law
amendments over the last one year.” To
put things into perspective, the tax
department has amended more than
100 regulations in the last 12 months.
Despite the feat, the audience remained
unsure if those amendments had made
their lives easier or more difficult.

ANIL SARDANA

QUANTUM LEAP
DEVANGSHU DATTA
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Every so often, officials at Rockwell
Collins Inc pitch a one-day job offer
to residents near its Winston-Salem,
North Carolina design centre: Earn
$100 for sitting in an airplane seat for
eight hours.

Show up for the gig, and there’s
nary a drinks cart or flight attendant
in sight. The rows of seats are arrayed
in a testing area at the company’s
design and engineering complex.
Even without engine hum or
overhead bins, “it’s kind of like
they’re on the plane,” says Alex Pozzi,
vice-president of research and
development at the company’s
campus here.

Over the years, seat researchers at
B/E Aerospace, which Rockwell
acquired in April for $8 billion, have
gleaned a few insights about life in
the air. Most people are just fine for
two hours. As the third hour
approaches, stiffness increases and
comfort declines. At four hours,
however, a sort of derièrre detente is
achieved, and the levels of discomfort
recede. After all, when you’re stuck
inside a sealed, speeding tube at
35,000 feet, resistance is truly futile.

There are many reasons to despise
flying, from delays, to fees, to
overzealous TSA staff. But shrinking
seats and the pain, claustrophobia,
and rage they can trigger are arguably
the biggest reason why travellers
loathe airlines. The modern seat, with
its power to pack more customers on to
any given plane, is at the very heart of
the industry’s 21st century economics.
Slimmer seats and less legroom
between rows —known as pitch — has
enabled “cabin densification” across
domestic and international fleets.

More seats, quite simply, mean more
money and lower operating costs.

There are limits, however, even
beyond physical constraints.
Regulators mandate a certain ratio of
attendants to seats, and carriers want
to keep labour costs down. Still, the
trend has clearly been moving towards
scrunching you. While 34 to 35 inches
of pitch was once common for
economy class, the new normal is 30 to
31 inches, with several major carriers
deploying 28 inches on short and
medium flights. Soon, however, that
squeeze-play may come to an end.

This rush to squeeze ever-more
money out of passenger posture may
soon slow. Carriers such as Delta Air
Lines Inc are looking to exploit this
issue by retaining some creature
comforts its competitors have
ditched. It has kept nine-across
seating on its 777s, “one of the only in
the world” to do so, says Joe Kiely,
Delta’s managing director of product

and customer experience. Delta has
also led an industry trend to fly larger
aircraft on more routes, reducing the
role of regional jets. 

Meanwhile in Europe, low-fare
king Ryanair Holdings Plc will pitch
its 197 seats on the new 737 Max at 31
inches — one more than American,
which plans for 30 inches of legroom
in a slightly smaller version of the
new 737 it begins flying in November. 

Smaller seats and legroom have
come in for scrutiny by a powerful
federal appeals court. A three-judge
panel recently ruled that regulators
must consider setting minimum
space standards, agreeing with
aspects of a consumer group lawsuit
that warned safety is being
compromised. In emergencies, the
Federal Aviation Administration
requires fully loaded planes be
emptied in 90 seconds or less.

© Bloomberg

What’s stopping airlines from squeezing in more seats
Competition and courts may soon provide relief to flyers

The trend has clearly been moving towards scrunching passengers PHOTO: iSTOCK

ENERGY POSITIVE Historically, power generation has been price-regulated, even
after the passage of the Electricity Act in 2003. India’s electricity sector
received new impetus under this Act
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C
orporate earnings for the June quarter are nothing to write
home about. An insipid 0.3 per cent growth rate, year on year,
in the net profit of companies, excluding those in finance and
the oil and gas industries, along with the lowest revenue growth

in six quarters at 4.4 per cent, is not inspiring. After considering banks
and energy companies, the profit growth is worse; the adjusted net dips
0.8 per cent, the first decline after three quarters. India Inc is facing chal-
lenges on multiple fronts. For example, for the ex-banking and oil sam-
ple of 1,261 companies, raw material costs as a percentage of revenue went
up by 40 basis points year on year, while energy costs were up 20 basis
points. The core operating profit margin was down 90 basis points year
on year. 

The consumer and automobile industries were affected by destock-
ing at the dealer level and consumers postponing purchases in the run-
up to the introduction of the goods and services (GST) tax. In the larger
sample, which had 1,654 companies, public sector banks were hit once
again; both asset quality and profits worsened. Two key sectors, infor-
mation technology and pharmaceuticals, which contributed signifi-
cantly to India Inc’s financial health in the past, were adversely affect-
ed by US regulators clamping down on Indian companies. The infotech
industry had to additionally deal with a demand slump and telecom
companies struggled because of the entry of Reliance Jio. On the other
hand, metals and mining firms reported robust top line growth and
turned profitable after a loss in the June 2016 quarter. Cement, con-
struction and engineering companies also posted good growth.

At a broader level, there is a clear emergence of a trend. For the past
three years, the Street has been beginning its annual forecast with pro-
jections of double-digit earnings growth but as the year progresses, this
is trimmed to single digits. Analysts have estimated a 45 per cent increase
in the combined net profits of the Nifty and Sensex companies between
2016-17 and 2018-19. This is a long shot given the current data. There are
concerns that the disruption caused by demonetisation and the intro-
duction of the GST is greater than what was initially anticipated, espe-
cially among second- and third-tier companies. Some analysts are already
writing about earnings downgrades in 2017-18, specifically in sectors
such as banking and pharmaceuticals. The current story on the Street is
one of déjà vu. If 2017-18 is another wash-out year in terms of earnings
growth, the only way current valuations can be justified is on the basis
of 2018-19 earnings, which are what the market will start focusing on from
the next quarter. 

India Inc struggles
Another round of earnings downgrade possible

T
he blunt language of Hamid Ansari’s farewell speech to
Parliament and Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s gratuitous
response to them was a hot debate topic on the evening 
TV fight shows, but it is the former’s last acts as vice-president

that urgently suggest a rethink of the need for two exclusive channels,
Rajya Sabha TV and Lok Sabha TV, to cover parliamentary proceedings.
The problem is an institutional one. Rajya Sabha TV is owned 
and operated by the Rajya Sabha, of which the vice-president is the 
constitutional head, and, likewise, Lok Sabha TV comes under the
purview of Speaker Sumitra Mahajan, though both channels have chief
executive officers. 

In principle, channels that exclusively cover parliamentary pro-
ceedings certainly conform to the best traditions of democracy. In a
sense, these channels play the role of a public service broadcaster since
they operate through taxpayer money, though in function they resemble
the C-Span bouquet, which offers, among other things, “gavel-to-gavel”
coverage of the US Congress. It should be noted, however, that C-Span is
uniquely a private non-profit entity, financed by a small proportion of
subscriber fees from cable, satellite and telecom networks. It is entirely
independent; neither the networks nor the US Congress or the executive
can dictate its programming. The two Indian parliamentary channels, 
on the other hand, have evolved into creatures of the vice-president and
the speaker.

Yet their very control structure makes both channels vulnerable to
becoming mouthpieces of the people who control them. This is evident
in the exits of two Lok Sabha TV CEOs in 2014, one of them for pro-
gramming critical of the government, and the appointment of the current
incumbent from Ms Mahajan’s home city of Indore. Aashish Joshi, how-
ever, has experience in Doordarshan and private channels. On the oth-
er hand, Gurdeep Singh Sappal, CEO of Rajya Sabha TV under Mr Ansari,
was also an aide and special advisor to the vice-president, indicating a
direct line of control. Just as the government’s suppression of critical pro-
gramming on Lok Sabha TV should be avoided, the outgoing vice-pres-
ident’s use of Rajya Sabha TV to air his own criticism of the government
did him no favour, either. 

Not surprisingly, his successor wasted little time replacing the chan-
nel’s senior staff with handpicked stalwarts. This is an absurd situation
that does not serve the cause of democracy in a healthy way. Given the
considerable time spent on rowdy conduct, it would make better sense
to have just one channel covering parliamentary proceedings — on the
rare occasions that simultaneous transmissions are needed, state-owned
Doordarshan is always available — and close transmission when
Parliament is not in session. For an economy that is struggling to grow,
there are surely better uses for taxpayer money.

Too much information
Why do we need two parliamentary TV channels?

This is a development puzzle that econo-
mists have struggled to explain: Why,
despite growing prosperity, do millions of
Indians continue to defecate in the open? 

The 2011 census revealed that a little
more than half the country still defecated
in the open. In rural areas, the situation
was worse, with more than two-thirds still
relieving themselves in the open.

Between 2001 and 2011 – the period
when India clocked its fastest expansion
in modern history – open defecation
declined by a mere percentage point in
both rural and urban areas. 

By comparison, even those in sub-
Saharan Africa and other parts of Asia,
despite being far poorer than the average

rural Indian, use a toilet or latrine. 
So what explains this?
Several theories have been offered but

arguably the most convincing explanation
comes from economists Dean Spears and
Diane Coffey. The two have spent the last
few years studying this conundrum in
great detail.

In their latest book, Where India Goes,
the Princeton-educated economists pres-
ent their theory in a lucid, easily accessi-
ble manner. 

The authors begin by discounting the
often touted explanations for this rather
unusual behaviour. 

The first, and perhaps the most obvi-
ous, explanation is that India is still a poor
country. But, as the authors point out, of
the 55 countries with a per capita GDP less
than that of India, 46 have open defeca-
tion rates lower than that of India’s. And,
of the 21 countries with a higher fraction of
the population living on less than $1.25 a
day, 19 have lower open defecation rates
than India. 

Some have argued that access matters;

as the poor often don’t have access to
latrines, they are left with no option but to
relieve themselves in the open. Taken to its
logical conclusion, this line of thinking
implies that simply building toilets would
end the problem of open defecation in
India.

But this explanation falls apart when
you learn that over 40 per cent of the
households the authors surveyed had a
working latrine and yet had at least one
family member who defecated in the open.

Access to water is believed to be anoth-
er hindrance. But the authors point out
that while rural India has far greater
access to water than sub-Saharan Africa,
the latter has lower open defecation rates
than India. 

To buttress their arguments, they also
point out that the 2011 census finds that
almost half of rural households who have
water on their premises do not own a latrine. 

Another widely held explanation is the
lack of education. But 82 per cent of the
countries with lower literacy rates than
India have lower open defecation rates. 

And while some argue that India’s
poor governance record also plays a role,
the authors argue that states that are per-
ceived to be better governed have only
slightly better open defecation rates than
those considered to be poorly governed. 

The authors thus conclude that India’s
high rates of open defecation cannot be
explained by the usual suspects, as other
countries have managed to achieve better
sanitation with far fewer inputs. 

It’s a matter of choice. 
“Far too many free latrines are never

wanted or never used. Even when they
receive a latrine, people in rural India
defecate in the open,” they say. The
latrines often end up being used for stor-
age, washing clothes etc they say. 

Their explanation for this unusual
behaviour rests on notions of untoucha-
bility and ritual purity that they prophe-
sise play an integral role in explaining this.
“Village concepts of purity and pollution
play an important role in explaining why
some reject the kinds of inexpensive
latrines that are used in other developing
countries,” they say. 

“In villages, open defecation is a far
superior choice to storing faeces in a gov-
ernment provided latrine pit that would

need to be emptied by hand, an activity
which invoke(s) a generations old struggle
between people who are still too often
thought of as untouchables,” they say,
elaborating on their hypothesis. 

Drawing on various anthropological
and sociological studies, they argue that
rules about purity and pollution are often
used to reinforce caste hierarchies. The
purity of the home is seen by many as a
reflection of one’s character. And so in
society where “social mobility depends on
adopting the value system of the caste
elite why would lower caste people set
themselves apart as different and worse
by installing a latrine when the only bene-
fit they see is perhaps convenience?”

If this is true, then how can India end
the practice of open defecation? And can
the ambitious Swachh Bharat Mission
hasten its decline? 

On the latter, the authors are rather
pessimistic. Noting that the programme is
simply a replica of the previous govern-
ment’s Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan, only more
ambitious in scale, they contend that it is
unlikely to end open defecation by 2019. 

On the critical issue of how India can
end the practice of open defecation, the
authors propose shifting the discourse to

conversations on culture, choices, and
caste to confront the tricky issues of
untouchability, purity, and pollution.
Further, spreading awareness that latrine
pits don’t fill too quickly and can be emp-
tied by hand might go a long way in help-
ing the cause of toilet usage. 

This is where the book is at its weakest.
There isn’t a 10-point action plan that

bureaucrats and politicians would prefer.
And given the Indian state’s disdain for
experimentation it’s hard to see them
gung-ho about a trial-and-error strategy. 

This weakness reflects partly the lack
of research on what exactly would incen-
tivise households to change.

Perhaps a more credible alternative,
one more convincing, would be to carry
out a series of randomised control trials on
various strategies to change habits and
publish those results on what works and
what doesn’t.

Toilets & the swachh conundrum 

Here’s a quiz: What’s killed more human beings
than any other disease, famine or world war?
I’m guessing you won’t be surprised by the

answer: A mosquito bite.
Despite the advances in modern medicine, the

undeniable fact is that we’re still
unable to combat the deadly
effects of a bite from a tiny mos-
quito. It continues to act as a vec-
tor for serious diseases such as
malaria, yellow fever, dengue,
chikungunya, zika, and of
course, Japanese encephalitis
that is ravaging eastern Uttar
Pradesh. Nearly two million peo-
ple die from mosquito-borne
diseases every year. And the
morbidity levels are consider-
ably higher.

Over the past few days, while
the unfolding tragedy in
Gorakhpur has once again placed
the scanner on the abysmal qual-
ity of public health in the country, it has also remind-
ed us that we still haven’t learnt how to deal – let alone
eradicate – vector-borne diseases.

Is it simply our collective unwillingness to accept
responsibility? Or is it just that vector-borne diseases
are usually complex problems to combat? Perhaps, a bit
of both. Take for instance, malaria. In 1902, Ronald Ross
won the Nobel Prize for Medicine for discovering that
mosquitos caused the transmission of malaria, large-
ly based on his work in India. And yet, why is that
more than a century later, we’re still figuring out how
to eradicate malaria from this country.

The government has set a target to eradicate malar-
ia by 2030, but no one quite believes its official data on
malarial deaths, which is pegged at less than 500.

Public health experts believe it is in excess of at least
100,000 a year.

Now, here’s another intriguing piece of data. While
we may have thrashed the Sri Lankans in the recent
Test series, there’s one area where we might have a

thing or two to learn from them:
Malaria eradication. In
September last year, the World
Health Organization gave Sri
Lanka a malaria-free certificate
for not reporting a single case of
malaria for three preceding years.
With a population of over 22 mil-
lion, Sri Lanka might seem puny,
compared to India’s 1.2-billion
population. However, given its
long standing civil war in the
North, dense forests, tropical cli-
mate and a large rural popula-
tion, there are very few middle-
income countries in the world
that have been able to eradicate
malaria as quickly as Sri Lanka

has done. In the public health space, Sri Lanka is seen
as a shining example of how political commitment,
sensible yet unconventional strategies, and determined
execution can help eradicate the scourge of malaria.

So what’s hobbled India’s fight? Based on my con-
versations with public health experts, I discovered
some key challenges. One, the phenomenon of grow-
ing drug resistance, stemming particularly from the
Mekong region and later spreading to the eastern and
north-eastern parts of India and now gradually to our
western states. Two, nearly half the malarial deaths are
in hilly, tribal regions. And the lack of access to proper
health and education systems – and a worrying
reliance on traditional cures – makes them even more
susceptible. Three, the surveillance system at the pri-

mary health care level is broken and that makes it
more difficult to detect and report cases in time and
prevent epidemics. Four, in the sixties, India was on the
verge of eliminating malaria. And that’s when com-
placency crept in. Political commitment reduced.
Funding was yanked off, and India had to scramble to
ward off an epidemic in the seventies. Five, in as many
as 30 per cent of malaria patients, the typical symptoms
of fever do not manifest and tend to get suppressed.
And since these folks are able to go about their normal
life, transmission is often difficult to control.

Now, despite ongoing research, there are no vac-
cines that are likely to fight the malaria virus in the
near future. Genomics may well throw up new solu-
tions. But community engagement is key. And
increasingly, the instruments of control are being
put in the hands of the community. And that means
ensuring the widespread use of insecticide treated
bed nets and spraying non-toxic insecticides. Also,
the adoption of new hand-held devices among local
public health workers will make it easier to quickly
transmit data on possible epidemics from remote
areas. India could also take a leaf out of the experi-
ments to breed the wolbachia male mosquitos that
help nullify the parasite carrying female mosquitos
after mating.

Yet strategies are only as good as its execution. And
that’s where India lags behind Sri Lanka. Our public
health system is largely unreliable when it comes to
detection and surveillance. Researchers have found
that data on malarial deaths doesn’t get captured
because they happen at home and largely go unde-
tected. And even if it does get detected, there is a wor-
rying tendency to suppress the data and not, swiftly
and publicly, disclose the outbreak of diseases such as
zika. As the Gorakhpur tragedy revealed, passing the
buck – and refusing to be accountable for results –
remain unfortunate national traits. Here’s the moot
point: Do we have the collective will to change this
depressing narrative?

The writer is co-founder at Founding Fuel, a media and
learning platform aimed at serving entrepreneurial leaders
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Independence
Day comments on Jammu and Kashmir were
startling. Especially to those who assumed that

the following was the Indian government’s policy: 
First, that this was an issue of

jihadists and separatists. Second,
that all Kashmiri protesters were
separatists or jihadists. Third, that
they should be put down when in
protest. Fourth, they should be
ignored otherwise, and talks with
them were useless. Fifth, that the
pandits would be used as a prop
while hammering down criticism
of the state’s disproportionate use
of force. Sixth, that the Pakistan
linkage, rather than internal dis-
cord, would be the mainstay of
the narrative from our side.

Into this mix, the prime min-
ister threw the following lines from the Red Fort: “Na
gaali se samasya sulajhne waali hai, na goli se...
samasya suljhegi har Kashmiri ko gale laga kar...” He
repeated the formulation so there can be no doubt
that he meant that bullets and abuse (from us) could
not resolve the Kashmir’s issue; what was required
was for us to embrace them. I am being cautious
because being away I had not heard the speech and on
seeing the “bullets, abuse” bit I assumed initially he
meant those coming at us from the other side. 

He said, and nobody should find this exceptionable,
that terrorism would be dealt with firmly while he

continued with his unexpected riff on Kashmir to add:
“We are committed to restoring the state to its former
glory so as to experience the paradise that it was, once
again.”

Now that it’s all clear, let’s exam-
ine what we can do to achieve this.
We should start by accepting that the
existing policy of “shoot them off the
streets and shut them up” is not
achieving the intended results. That
is visible to anyone who has been fol-
lowing the chaos in Kashmir. New
thinking is required, but where to
start? 

Those who have been working on
the matter for long will prescribe two
things through which Mr Modi can
go about achieving his goal of restor-
ing Kashmir to its “former glory”. The
resolution of the dispute is far away;

the starting step would be to bring down the levels of vio-
lence both on the streets and in the television studios,
which have done damage in forming public perception.
Accepting that the Kashmir problem is not understood
fully, or has been internalised in a prejudiced fashion
would be a start.

Indians should be told that this is not a problem of
recent manufacture. There is a long history to the chip-
ping away of autonomy under Article 370 (most of the
mischief there being done by the nationalism of
Jawaharlal Nehru and his daughter). Kashmiris cannot
have a reasonable conversation with Indians who see

their plight purely through the current lens of jihad and
violent separatism. 

The second thing is to locate the violence in Kashmir
and accord it its proper place. Of the three conflict areas
in India, the most violent of the last 12 years (7,533
deaths) has been the Adivasi-Naxalite belt. The second
most violent (6,401 deaths) has been from separatism in
the Northeast. Jammu and Kashmir (6,227) is third.
However, it is, by far, the first when it comes to attention
from both the state and its organs and the media. Merely
accepting the fact would do a great deal. 

The third thing would be to also acknowledge that
Kashmir is 20 times less violent today than it was at the
turn of the 21st century. Jihadist violence peaked under
General Pervez Musharraf (4,507 deaths in 2001) and
then plummeted. Violence has fallen consistently to
under 3,000 (in 2003), under 2,000 (in 2004), under
1,000 (in 2007), under 500 (2009) and under 200 (in
2011). The coming of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
and the hard strategy employed has brought violence up
by a bit but not much. Kashmir is normalising quickly on
the side of terrorism and we should recognise that.

Fourth, we should stop using lethal force, of the sort
we use nowhere else in India, for crowd control in
Kashmir. The pump action shotgun that sprays lead
birdshot into the faces and bodies of Kashmiris is a bar-
baric weapon. It has torn out the eyes of over a thou-
sand children, women and men. Again, the state is
entitled the legitimate use of force and there is no
quibbling against that. But the shotgun should be tak-
en out of the hands of the paramilitaries to be replaced
with other means (water cannon, teargas) that are used
elsewhere in India for the same reason. 

Fifth, the state government, of which the BJP is
part, should not be allowed to use the Public Safety Act
which seeks preventive detention (meaning locking
someone up without a crime having been commit-
ted). The Jammu and Kashmir government has
become addicted to the use of such laws, illegally lock-
ing away people, even children and not being pun-
ished for doing so.

Sixth, the government must offer justice to those
Indians whose cases are awaiting decision from the
Union Ministry of Home Affairs and Ministry of
Defence. Chargesheets filed by J&K police against
armed forces personnel for murder, kidnap and torture
have not been responded to by Delhi since 1989, an
Amnesty India (of which I am part) research report has
shown. This is unacceptable and no healing can begin
without justice. This is a legacy issue, as the year 1989
indicates, and not a BJP problem alone. 

Seventh, the state should stop the rewarding of
criminal acts by the army. I refer to the kidnap and
humiliation for hours of an Indian citizen tied to the
front of a military vehicle (apologists who claim this
was merely for a moment of danger are ignorant of
facts). Till these things happen, the larger process can-
not move forward, we must be honest with ourselves. 

Unfortunately, going through the list above, it
becomes obvious that to achieve his objective the prime
minister must halt and reverse his current policies.
There is no indication of that happening. We are expect-
ing change to come from the other side alone. That’s
unfair and it’s not going to happen. Words are useful but
ultimately Mr Modi will be judged by results and action. 

If he chooses to not change his course, he will join
the list of other Indian leaders who made fine noises
about peace but then kicked the Kashmir can down the
road for the next leader.

Mr Modi’s turnaround
on Kashmir
Words are useful but ultimately the prime minister will be judged 
by results and actions
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